
Silver lining for works
contract service providers –
ITC eligibility on office construction



The intended objective of ‘seamless flow of Input Tax Credit (‘ITC’)’ behind the introduction of Goods and Service 
Tax (‘GST’) has been diluted with insertion of Section 17 of the Central Goods and Services Tax Act, 2017 
(‘CGST Act’). With such insertions, there has been a complete departure from the rationale and objective behind 
the introduction of GST. Interestingly, few provisions placing conditions and restrictions on availment of ITC, 
including Section 17(5)(c) and (d) [which restrict ITC on supplies used for construction of the building and civil 
structures], have been challenged before different High Courts on various grounds. 

With GST settling down, taxpayers are deep diving into these conditions and restrictions placed on availing ITC, 
bifurcating between facts and presumptions. This farsightedness is to ensure that ignorance or casualness to 
read law carefully does not result in losing benefit, which is otherwise not restricted. One such ignored provision 
is Section 17(5)(c) of the CGST Act, to the extent it bars ITC for works contract service providers. 

Section 17(5)(c) under the CGST Act restricts ITC on work contract services supplied for construction of 
immovable property. Such restriction is not applicable if: 

• Such constructed immovable property qualifies as plant and machinery; or
• Works contract services are used as an input service for further supply of works contract services

We have multiple jurisprudence on this provision revolving around what qualifies to be a ‘plant and machinery’, 
including advance rulings under GST regime as well. But there has not been much deliberation around the 
meaning of the phrase ‘further supply of works contract services’.

Relevance of issue for works contract service providers

Works contract service providers form a varied and invaluable category of suppliers in India. The list includes 
companies undertaking road projects, infrastructure projects, renewable energy projects, contractors constructing 
office / factory buildings, EPC contractors, machine suppliers (who also undertake installation and commissioning) 
etc. 

With increased business size, these companies occupy grand office spaces in prominent areas, incurring huge 
costs for constructing office spaces. These office spaces house their top management and other business operation 
teams like sales and marketing, procurement, design and engineering, IT, accounts, finance etc. Considering 
huge investment involved, corresponding tax implications are also significant and impact businesses profitability. 

Presently, these companies (works contract service providers) might be booking tax component relating to 
procurement of goods / services for constructing these corporate offices as cost in their books of accounts. 
Through this Article, we will walk you through the silver lining of ITC restriction under Section 17(5)(c), which is 
relevant for all work contract service providers.

Legal Provisions

In this context, it is important to refer to the relevant legal provisions. Section 17(5)(c) of the CGST Act has been 
extracted below:

“Works contract services when supplied for construction of an immovable property (other than plant and 
machinery) except where it is an input service for further supply of works contract service”

In simple words, if works contract service is used as an input service for further supply of works contract service, 
then ITC is allowed. One may ponder whether further supply would mean input service directly used for providing 
output service, or if it will have a wider amplitude. The question can be understood with help of an example: 



XYZ Limited is engaged in the business of providing works contract services of installation and commissioning 
of solar power systems. It procures following works contract services:

A. Works contract service for laying foundation for installing solar power system; and
B. Works contract service for constructing office building used as workspace by engineers. 

There is no doubt in eligibility of ITC on Category A service. The question is whether Category B services can 
also be said to be input service used by XYZ for providing output works contract service or not. 

In our considered view, the expression ‘for providing output service’ is very wide, and hence any input service 
which has a direct or indirect nexus with provision of works contract service will be covered under the exclusion 
(and hence ITC will be eligible). It is also very important to note here that the legislature has used the words 
‘further supply of works contract service’, in contrary to the terms ‘such vehicles’ or ‘making outward supply of the 
same category’, which are used in other clauses of Section 17(5). The conspicuous omission of words ‘such’ or 
‘of same category’ cements our view that the legislature intends to allow ITC to works contract service provider, 
and the exception clause will squarely cover cases wherein inward and outward supplies are of different nature 
(as in Scenario B above).

Therefore, where the taxpayer is engaged in the supplying works contract service, then inward works contract 
services (being input services) will get cover under the exception to restriction under Section 17(5)(c), and ITC 
shall be allowed on such services. There is no mandate that the inward supply should be used for providing the 
same outward works contract service.

While this view in itself may take some time to be accepted, it will also be interesting to see how the interpretations 
evolve in scenario wherein office buildings (works contract services) are used to provide work contract service 
along with other taxable supplies. In this scenario, availability and reversal of common ITC needs to be analyzed 
in much detail.
 
Conclusion
 
Irrespective of challenge to constitutional validity of Section 17(5)(c), works contract service providers have an 
advantage basis literal interpretation of legal provisions. Moreover, such interpretation aligns with the objective 
and intention of seamless flow of credit under GST. While the works contract service providers may be wary 
of availing ITC initially, such careful and considered interpretations of law often lead to significant savings for 
taxpayers.
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